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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  

 
++ Deep State / Mainstream Media Pushes Coup D’état Against Trump 
Elites want him impeached 

Jerome Corsi | May 17, 2017 
WASHINGTON, D.C. – President 
Trump is the target of coup d’état 
being undertaken by the Deep State 
(intelligence agencies with a 
continuing commitment to a globalist 
New World Order) in conjunction 
with a corporate- and government-
controlled mainstream media that 
believes Trump’s surprise victory in 
November 2016 can be reversed by 

getting Trump impeached before the end of 2017. 
To achieve this goal, the Deep State and the MSM are employing classic 
techniques of propaganda and disinformation that were first utilized by Nazi 
Germany in the 1930s, only to be advanced and perfected by the Soviet Union 
during the Cold War. 
In the 1960s, I was trained by Edward Bernays, the father of public relations, whose 
book entitled Propaganda: The Making of the Public Mind, first published in 1928, 
influenced Joseph Goebbels, Reich Minister of Propaganda for Nazi Germany from 
1933 to 1945. 
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In the 1980s, I was recruited by a team of psychologists and psychiatrists and received 
a “Top Secret” clearance to participate in a State Department program aimed at 
teaching career State Department officials how to survive terrorist hostage situations – a 
project created in the wake of the takeover of the U.S. Embassy in Tehran during the 
1979 radical Islamic revolution in Iran instigated by Ayatollah Khomeini. 
The First Principle of all propaganda and disinformation involves the manipulation of 
public opinion by the creation of a lie – known in today’s terminology as a “narrative” or 
a “meme” – that is crafted to be sufficiently credible so a persistent campaign of 
repeating the lie can change public opinion, even if the lie – the “narrative” or the 
“meme” – is totally untrue, concocted without any basis in fact, evidence, or reality. 
Goebbels crafted a “meme” using the “science” of eugenics emerging in the 1930s to 
vilify Jews, resulting in the horror of the holocaust in which an estimated 6 million Jews 
were brutally murdered. 
A current disinformation meme being advanced by the Deep State and MSM is the 
“Russian Collusion” meme that maintains Donald Trump colluded with the Russians to 
hack emails from the Democratic National Party as a tactic employed to defeat Hillary 
Clinton. 
In the world of disinformation, it does not matter Sen. Diane Feinstein (D-Calif.) said 
publicly on May 4 that the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence has seen no 
evidence of collusion between Donald Trump’s campaign aides and Russian officials, or 
that the former Director of National Intelligence James Clapper told a Senate Judiciary 
subcommittee on May 8 that he still has not seen any evidence of any kind of collusion 
between the Trump campaign and Russian foreign nationals. 
This is the first sign we are dealing with disinformation – namely, that there is no 
evidence for the claim. 
To keep the lying meme going, the propagandist qualifies the claim, ever so slightly, as 
to leave open the possibility the claim could yet be proven true, if only the public could 
get access to the “real information.” 
Rep. Adam Schiff (D-Calif.), the ranking member of the House Permanent Select 
Committee on Intelligence, first began countering the “no evidence” fact with an 
assertion that there is “circumstantial evidence of collusion between the Trump 
campaign and Russia” – a statement he made on NBC’s Meet the Press for the first 
time on Sunday, March 17. 
In his next move, Schiff pressured the House Intelligence Committee Chairman 
Devin Nunes (R-Calif.) to temporarily remove himself from the “Russian 
Collusion” investigation, after the House Ethics Committee decided to investigate 
whether Nunes may have made unauthorized disclosures of classified 
information following his controversial visit to the White House to review reports 
the Obama administration had Trump campaign officials under electronic 
surveillance. 
The Deep State knows the MSM-propagated “Russian Collusion” meme will simply 
refuse to print evidence it was Hillary Clinton and John Podesta that were being paid by 
Russia, or that Democratic National Committee computer expert Seth Rich was the one 
who hacked DNC emails, sending some 44,000 DNC emails to Julian Assange at 
Wikileaks. 
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Propaganda Corollary #1 is that any facts that disprove the disinformation meme 
are castigated as “conspiracy theories” – a term designed to disparage anyone 
bold enough to have perceived the truth. 
It is essential to understand that a well-crafted disinformation meme like the 
“Russian Collusion” narrative is impossible to dislodge by facts that prove the 
narrative baseless, completely “without evidence,” or untrue. 
Propaganda Corollary #2 is that anyone attempting to disprove the truth of the 
disinformation meme is targeted for ridicule as part of the conspiracy theory. 

 
New Kushner-Russia Story Stokes Concern of West Wing Leakers 
Lifezette - May 28, 2017 
Another Washington Post anonymously sourced hit job dropped on the Trump 
White House — this one about Jared Kushner asking the Russian ambassador for 
a “secret channel.”  
It landed just in time to greet the president upon his return from his first international trip 
and the very day after Attorney General Jeff Sessions pledged to “put an end to” the 
rampant leaks coming from within the government. The leaks that produced this story, 
according to sources, came from inside the West Wing. 
The latest claim stems from a supposed meeting that President Trump’s son-in-
law, Jared Kushner, and Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn had on Dec. 1 or 2 with the 

Russian ambassador, 
Sergey Kislyak. According 
to The Washington Post, 
U.S. officials who 
reviewed intercepts 
between Kislyak and 
Moscow saw that Kushner 
requested “a secret 
[communications] channel 
with Moscow rather than 
relying on traditional 
government systems.” 
This alleged request by 

Kushner, the White House aide who conceived of and planned Mr. Trump’s just-
concluded, multi-country trip, “adds to a broader pattern of efforts by Trump’s closest 
advisers to obscure their contacts with Russian counterparts.” 
Interestingly, The Post apparently received its tip about this story through an 
anonymous letter it received in December — whose full contents the newspaper 
has not revealed.  
Read more 

 
Report: Trump Tells Allies He Plans to Remove U.S. From Paris Climate 
Agreement  
U.S. President Donald Trump has informed multiple individuals, including EPA 
Administrator Scott Pruitt, that he intends to remove the United States from the 
Paris Climate Agreement, according several sources. 
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On Saturday night, Axios reported the news based on “three sources with direct 
knowledge.” 
Breitbart News has independently confirmed this reporting and that Trump has 
told others the same thing: that he plans to withdraw the U.S. from the 
agreement. 
Earlier on Saturday, the President tweeted from Italy that he would make his final 
decision next week as to whether the U.S. will remain in the Paris Accord. He was in 
Italy for the G7 summit at the end of his first overseas trip, which was preceded by visits 
to Saudi Arabia, Israel, the Vatican, and Brussels. 
While at the G7 summit, Trump was heavily lobbied to endorse the Paris Climate 
Agreement, but he declined to do so. The agreement was entered into under the 
Obama Administration. German Chancellor Angela Merkel characterized climate 
change talks with Trump as “very unsatisfying.” 

 
Salvadoran Officials Overwhelmed by Returning Deported Gang Members  
Officials in El Salvador held emergency meetings after seeing a sharp increase in 
the number of violent gang members being deported back to the country from the 
United States under the Trump administration. 
Many of the returning gang members belong to MS-13, a notoriously violent street gang 
that has plagued communities throughout the U.S. with horrific acts of violence. 
Although MS-13 started out in Salvadoran communities in Los Angeles sometime during 
the 1980’s, lax immigration policies and weak border security helped the gang explode 
in size as MS-13 originated from illegal immigrants, Breitbart Texas reported. 
The recent murders of four teens in New York City have put MS-13 in the national 
spotlight with Attorney General Jeff Sessions declaring that U.S. authorities are going 
after the gang. 
“The MS-13 motto is kill, rape, and control,” Sessions said. “I have a message to the 
gangs that are targeting our young people: We are targeting you. We are coming after 
you.” 

 
Breaking! Hillary Clinton says Trump will be impeached.. Exclusive: White House 
shake up eminent! https://t.co/CYb5rWSkcm 
— Alex Jones (@RealAlexJones) May 28, 2017 
Sources: @seanhannity is set to be fired next week as the purge of pro American 
media accelerates! https://t.co/HI44EV6Dvu  Jones spoke with inside sources at 
Fox News who say Sean Hannity’s days at the network are numbered over his 
coverage of the Seth Rich murder mystery. 
— Alex Jones (@RealAlexJones) May 28, 2017 

 
++ Will There be a Civil War If Trump Is Impeached? 
Thursday, May 18, 2017 By Paul Martin By Dave Hodges 
Never before have we seen such a collection of mainstream media outlets to 
conspire to take a sitting President out of office. The Washington Post (a proven 
front for the CIA), ABC News, CNN (another CIA controlled operation) and the 
New York Times have presented a uniform front of falsfied evidence against 
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Donald Trump with absolutely no concrete evidence that Trump has violated the 
law and should be impeached and criminally convicted and sentenced. 
Trump is accused of conspiring with the Russians to fix the results of the election. He is 
also accused of leaking intelligence information to the Russians. Further, it is alleged 
that Trump obstructed justice. 
The evidence for these crimes is absolutely nonexistent. There has not been one shred 
of evidence to support any of these allegations. The closest that the Deep State has 
come to producing evidence is the word of one man immediately after being fired by 
Trump and I am referring to James Comey. Comey allegedly wrote down content 
related to conversations he had with Trump in which Trump “obstructed justice” by 
telling Comey to stop investigating Flynn. If this were true, Comey would have been 
required to report this to the Department of Justice, IMMEDIATELY! Comey, by not 
reporting the allegation, either obstructed justice or is lying. There is no other evidence 
to support these allegations. 
As I said in yesterday’s article, the clear intent is to keep Trump and Putin divided 
because of their expressed common desire to eliminate child-sex-trafficking from the 
landscape of government and Deep State politics. 
While the people of this country live under the mantra of repeating a big enough 
lie, often enough, the people will come to believe it, the MSM outlets have totally 
ignored the heinous and serial criminality of Hillary Clinton: 
1.Illegally brokered arms deals with 16 nations with terrorist ties and laundered the gifts 
into the Clinton Foundation through HSBC Bank while James Comey was on the bank’s 
board of directors. 
2.Illegally sold 25% of the nation’s uranium to Russia while husband Bill received 
overpriced speaking engagements in Russia. This is called treason. By the way, the 
New York Times first reported these allegations involving Uranium One as the front 
company. 
3.Illegally laundered her ill-gotten Clinton Foundation gains into her presidential 
campaign. 
4.The Clinton Foundation stole $2 billion dollars in Haitian relief money. 
5.Stored national security emails on her private server and attempted to cover it up.  
And there are a host of other serious crimes that have gone unpunished by the Clintons; 
but justice is obviously selective in America today.  
Because we are playing in a game with no rules, it is important to know that   
If Trump is impeached it will be solely based on the strength of fabricated 
evidence and in most cases, no evidence at all. In today’s Deep State America, 
false perception is reality. Opinion rules over facts & intimidation rules over the 
free expression of ideas. We have officially entered the Nazi Germany period of 
the Enabling Act. If they can pull that off they will come after the guns next. The 
1st Amendment and the Internet will most likely soon become strangers. George Soros 
controls the modern day Brown Shirts. The fate that befell Seth Rich will become 
standard and with a completely controlled media. 
The Rest…HERE 

 
Congresswoman Maxine Waters: American Public ‘Getting Weary’ That Trump 
Not Impeached Yet 
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Play Video Here: http://www.breitbart.com/video/2017/05/28/maxine-waters-
american-public-getting-weary-that-trump-not-impeached-yet/  

 
Play Summer of Rage Mass Riots in July Video at: 
https://www.infowars.com/videos/  

 
In Ramadan Massacre, Egyptian Christians Killed for Refusing to Renounce Their 
Faith in Jesus 
As more and more details emerge concerning Friday’s Ramadan attack on a 
busload of Christians on pilgrimage, the more it becomes evident that these 29 
martyrs died solely because they were Christians. 
Survivors of the attack said that the ten masked Islamic State militants did not merely 
open fire on the bus full of Christian pilgrims, but that the victims were made to 
descend from the bus and asked one by one whether they were Christians before 
being shot by the assailants. 
According to one of the chaplains of the group, as each pilgrim came off the bus they 
were asked to renounce their Christian faith and profess belief in Islam, but all of 
them—even the children—refused. Each was killed in cold blood with a gunshot to the 
head or the throat. 
Rev 2:10: Fear none of those things which thou shalt suffer: behold, the devil 
shall cast some of you into prison, that ye may be tried; and ye shall have 
tribulation ten days: be thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee a crown of 
life. 
Rev 2:11: He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches; 
He that overcometh shall not be hurt of the second death. 
Rev 20:14: And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second 
death. 
Rev 21:8: But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, 
and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their 
part in the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone: which is the second death. 

 
Why Christians Are Being Slaughtered in Egypt 
04/14/2017  
<< Women cry during the funeral for those killed in the Palm Sunday church attacks  
PJ Media On April 9—On Palm Sunday, which starts the week of Easter—two 
Christian churches were bombed during mass in Egypt, leaving at least 50 
worshippers dead and nearly 130 injured and/or mutilated (graphic images/video 
of aftermath here). 

Less than four months 
earlier, around Christmas, 
another Christian church 
was bombed in Egypt, 
leaving 27 worshippers—
mostly women and 
children—dead and 
wounding nearly 70.  On 
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New Year’s Day, 2011, yet another Egyptian church was bombed, leaving 23 
worshippers dead. 
In 2013, almost 70 Christian churches in Egypt were attacked, many burned to the 
ground, by Muslim Brotherhood supports. 
Then there are the many “lesser” attacks on Egyptian churches—botched 
bombing attempts, hate-filled graffiti, and “angry mob” uprisings—that are so 
“everyday” as to receive virtually no media coverage in the West. 
One need only listen to the words and teachings of some of Egypt’s Muslim preachers 
to understand why Egypt’s Christians—who are increasingly being slaughtered—and 
their churches are constantly under attack. 
Take Dr. Ahmed al-Naqib, for instance.  He has studied at the best Islamic madrassas, 
including Al Azhar, authored numerous books on doctrine, received awards and 
decorations for his academic achievements, and regularly appears on television.  In one 
video he appears discussing an earlier Muslim mob attack on a church in Egypt. 
Citing revered Islamic texts including the Koran, Dr. Naqib explained that the 
open display of shirk—which is the greatest sin in Islam; associating someone 
else with God, which the Koran accuses Christians of doing via the Trinity.” 
In other words, and as he went on to make perfectly clear in the remainder of the 
video, it is not wrong when Muslims attack Christian churches—far from it—but it 
has to be done when Christians are allowed to flaunt their shirk (or 
“blasphemies”) in churches near Muslims.  Fighting that—even to the point of 
“murder and bloodshed”—is preferable. 
Then there’s Dr. Yasser Burhami, the face of Egypt’s Salafi movement, who is as well 
credentialed and prolific as Naqib: he’s on record saying that, although a Muslim man is 
permitted to marry Christian or Jewish women, he must make sure he still hates them 
in his heart—and always shows that he hates them—because they are infidels; 
otherwise he risks compromising his Islam. 
Even so-called “moderate” Islamic institutions, such as Al Azhar’s Dar al-Ifta, issued 
a fatwa in August 2009 likening the building of a church to “a nightclub, a gambling 
casino, or building a barn for rearing pigs, cats or dogs.” 
Muslims are taught that “building churches is worse than building bars and 
brothels, for those [churches] symbolize infidelity, whereas these [bars and 
brothels] represent immorality.” 
Hence why after the fatal December 11, 2016 church bombing that left 27 dead, 
“everyday” Muslims wrote things like “God bless the person who did this blessed 
act” on social media.  One average looking Muslim woman appears in the streets 
of Egypt jubilantly celebrating the massacre (video with English subtitles).   She 
triumphantly yells “Allahu Akbar!” and says that “our beloved prophet 
Muhammad is paying you infidels [Christians] back… for rejecting tawhid, which 
must be proclaimed in every corner of Egypt!” 
One can go on and on with examples of Muslim clerics and institutions inciting—with 
absolute impunity—against Christians and their churches in Egypt.    
http://raymondibrahim.com/2017/04/14/christians-slaughtered-egypt/   

 
++ Horror Ramadan Kill-a-thon: Islamic State Murders 19 Civilians in the 
Philippines as 2,000 People Are Trapped by Muslim Terror Group 
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Sunday, May 28, 2017 
This bloody jihad in the Philippines receives little media attention – not much 
chance of celebrity tweets calling for unity here. The majority Catholic nation has 
been under siege by Muslims waging jihad. The Philippines has made 
extraordinary concessions to the violent Muslim uprising. But as we know, that 
only leads to more violence and more demands for an even bigger Islamic state. 
Worse yet, these supremacist savages are rewarded. The modern-day 
manifestation of the caliphate, the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), had 
“observer status” in the “talks” between the Philippine government and the 
jihadist Moro Islamic Liberation Front. Muslim terrorists slaughter and the OIC 
“mediates.” The Philippines (a former American protectorate and 95% Catholic 
country) has had to give up territory and “share wealth” with these jihadi rebels. 
The geniuses over at the New York Times declares that the eruption in Islamic 
violence in the  Philippines and suicide bombings in Indonesia have found a 
common bond: ISIS. Wrong. It is Islam. 
By Afp and Darren Boyle for MailOnline, 28 May 2017: 
ISIS-linked terrorists have murdered 19 civilians in the Philippines including a 
woman and a child. 
This week 85 people have died in street-to-street battles between the Philippine 
army and terrorists in the southern third of the country. 
Officials said the 19 civilians were murdered by the terror group in the mostly 
Muslim city of Marawi, which has a 200,000 population. 
http://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2017/05/horror-ramadan-kill-a-
thon-islamic-state-murders-19-civilians-in-the-philippines-as-2000-people-are-
trapped-by-muslim-terror-group-3285732.html 

 
“ The 70 % of Moderate Muslims, Breed, Raise, Shelter and Support the other 30% 
of Radical Muslims.”  Philip Haney, Former Department of Homeland Security Official  
Another false narrative he criticized was the fiction that radical Islamic organizations 
won’t cooperate, especially if they fall on opposite sides of the Sunni-Shiite 
divide. Haney stressed that obedience to sharia law — which he said radicals 
across the sectarian spectrum are “eighty percent in agreement on” — and the 
desire to impose it upon secular governments was a powerful common interest. 
“It’s like the solar system, and sharia is the Sun,” he said of the Muslim 
continuum.  
The centrality of the Islamic legal code to radicals cannot be overstated; he observed 
that all of them list imposing sharia as one of their primary goals and believe strict 
adherence to sharia is a defining attribute of true Islamic faith. 
This is precisely the understanding that the Obama administration aggressively 
prevented counterintelligence analysts from reaching. Haney noted analysts are 
not supposed to discuss concepts like sharia or jihad because such discussion is 
deemed “insensitive” to non-radicalized Muslims.  

 
Former Muslim Sends Dire Warning To Entire World: 'Islamist's Only Seek Sharia-
Compliant World And Whoever Is In Their Way Is Their Enemy' - While Millions Of 
Liberals Continue To Embrace Their Own And America's Destruction 
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So why are so many liberals suffering from cognitive dissonance and don't even realize 
it as they blindly support the rights of unlimited Islamists to come into America: The 
Koran forbids women’s rights, marital choice, free speech, gay rights and religious 
rights. 
Why would liberals, many of whom are women and gay, support the rights of those 
who want to outlaw their own rights? As this 2016 story from Town Hall reports, 
Muslims overwhelmingly hate everything liberals stand for! What will it take for liberals 
to stop giving terrorists who want to slaughter them for who they are a free pass?  
According to a true women's rights activist, former Muslim Ayaan Hirsi Ali (who was 
raised in Somalia), in a recent Fox News interview: She said on "Tucker Carlson 
Tonight" that radical Islamic terrorists "don't go to liberals and say thank you so 
much, we'll stop terrorizing you" because of some on the left refuse to identify 
terrorism's religious component.  Islamists only seek a Sharia-compliant world, 
Ali said, in the wake of Wednesday's attack in London, a city with progressive 
leadership, "and whoever is in their way is their enemy."  

http://www.theblaze.com/contributions/4-insane-reasons-why-liberals-admire-and-romanticize-islam/
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The Unbelievable Truth About Muslim 'Refugees'--The insane reality of what's 
actually happening!!!! 
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfG1myglfhY  

 
++ Critics of Islam Censored As World Braces For More Terror--While Katy Perry 
and Ariana Grande are Silent About the Evil of Islam 
Play to 9:40: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exv9i5Hlp8o 

 
Routine arrest of arguing Muslims leads Minneapolis police to huge weapons 
cache and bomb-making devices  
It’s a blockbuster news story wrapped in nonchalant, minor-league reportage. 
Two Muslims, Abdullah Alrifahe, 27 and Majid Alrifahe, 26, both of Minneapolis were 
arrested with a huge cache of weapons. According to police, both men gave their 
address as a nearby public housing building. They live in public housing, of course, on 
the taxpayer dime. Jizya.  Both jihadis have a criminal history. Abdullah has prior 
convictions for the same offense, carrying or possessing a pistol in public 
without a permit. He has also been convicted of receiving stolen property. Both 
men are listed as having numerous arrests, not only in Minnesota but also in 
Texas. 
Who are these jihadis? Both of these devils have been convicted of gun related 
crimes before. Were they ever investigated? What mosque do these Muslims 
belong to? What were they planning on attacking? How many others are 
involved? 
These are questions the Star Tribune didn’t think to cover or ask. The lack of coverage 
and actual news about this thwarted attack is deeply disturbing. 
Note the supremacist attitude of these Muslims when approached by police. 
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Routine arrest leads Minneapolis police to arsenal 
Star Tribune, May 15, 2017: 
Minneapolis police uncovered an arsenal of guns and bomb-making devices 
during a routine arrest last week. 
According to police, a man walked by a parked car in north Minneapolis about 5 p.m. 
Thursday and confronted the people inside after they threw food wrappers on the 
ground. They ignored him until he paused to get the car license number. The men then 
got out of the car and indicated they had guns, according to a criminal complaint filed 
Monday. 
The man flagged down officers, the complaint says, but the men from inside car 
continued to yell at him and resisted the officers’ attempts to control the 
situation. The men were insistent they needed to be near the car because a drone was 
coming to deliver a package, the complaint said. Because of the suspicious 
circumstances and fear for the man’s safety, the men were placed in the squad 
while officers searched their car. 
Inside, the officers found a hand grenade, handgun, assault rifles and magazines 
and a large quantity of ammunition, the complaint said. They also found 
cellphones, computers and electronics equipment, including drone parts. 
Bomb squad personnel called to the scene noted that the large amount of 
ammunition and electronic devices could be used for bomb-making, the 
complaint said. 
Abdullah Alrifahe, 27, of Minneapolis, was charged with a gross misdemeanor for 
carrying a pistol in public without a permit. In December, he was convicted of the 
same offense. 
It could not be determined whether the FBI or another federal agency is 
investigating. 

 
Mosque Takes Over Pentecostal Church in North Carolina as Pastor Prays to 
Allah in Opening Service 
EDITOR’S NOTE: What does the compromised Laodicean church look like these days? 
It looks like this. Local pastors in North Carolina not only helped a mosque to take over 
a church building, but they also participated in the opening service in prayer to the moon 
god Allah. Do you think these pastors took a moment to tell their new Muslim neighbors 
that without becoming born again by faith in Jesus Christ alone or they would burn for 
an eternity in a place called Hell? Nope. That would be hate speech.  
“It’s open faith; we’re brothers,” Liar: The Quran describes Allah as the best 
deceiver there is, a liar who is not above using the same evil and wicked schemes 
of his opponents & encourages his followers to do the same!!!: Ali Mohammad, an 
organizer of the mosque, tells North Carolina’s News & Observer.  The Muslims are 
stripping the church of its Christian roots, including removing any crosses and handing 
them over to pastors in the area. 
When they opened on Saturday, Christian clergy, including Pastor Jim Melnyk of 
St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, participated in the ceremony. Other pastors from 
Methodist and Baptist congregations were also present. 
“I see it as an important statement of community, that we take each other’s faiths 
seriously,” Melnyk says. “I want to acknowledge how important it is to build 
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bridges in the community when we’re living in a time that is so anxiety ridden and 
there’s so much mistrust going on in the world around us. It’s important when we 
can find common ground and share our community.” 
Hear the Word of God Pastor Melnyk!!:  
2Co 6:14-17: “Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what 
fellowship hath righteousness with unrighteousness? and what communion hath 
light with darkness?And what concord hath Christ with Belial? or what part hath 
he that believeth with an infidel?And what agreement hath the temple of God with 
idols? for ye are the temple of the living God; as God hath said, I will dwell in 
them, and walk in them; and I will be their God, and they shall be my people. 
Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and 
touch not the unclean thing; and I will receive you…” 
But Melnyk’s participation is not just a gesture of neighborly compassion. 
“Christians, Jews and Muslims are all people of the book, and we all claim what 
the Hebrew Scriptures call the Abrahamic faith,” Melnyk says. “We call it the Old 
Testament, and Muslims also claim the Bible.” 
He says he personally worshipped Allah during the service. 
“Obviously I’m a Christian, and I would not live comfortably within the full teachings of 
Islam, but I can recognize where we share teachings, and recognize the call to treat one 
another mercifully, and as the one God treats us mercifully, and that translates equally 
into Christianity as well as it does Islam,” Melnyk says. source Comment: Yes and just 
hearken back to all the mercy I just documented from just the last month alone 
about Muslims slaughtering Christians around the world mercilessly!!!!!! 
http://beforeitsnews.com/global-unrest/2017/05/mosque-takes-over-pentecostal-church-
in-north-carolina-as-pastor-prays-to-allah-in-opening-service-2484778.html 

 
WATCH: Muslims Make Sickening Move To Take Over Senate Floor With Prayer, 
Proud Veteran Steps In Immediately  
Two Muslim men took over the Delaware Senate floor this week to pray to Allah in 
an Islamic prayer. In a disturbing twist, many senators submitted to the Muslims 
by bowing their head in prayer as well. 
Senator Dave Lawson, a proud veteran, wasn’t having any of it, however. 
Right Wing News reported that after the prayer was over, Lawson went to the Senate 
floor to slam his fellow senators for their poor example of courage and respect 
for their country. He explained that the senators had bowed their heads in 
reverence for a religion that has called for the demise of their country, and the 
people. 
“We just heard from the Quran, which calls for our very demise. I fought for this 
country, not to be damned by someone that comes in here and prays to their God 
for our demise. I think that’s despicable,” Lawson said. 
Unsurprisingly, Democratic senator David McBride spoke out to rebuke Lawson 
for what he said. 
“I have never been of the mind to censure the words of other members, but I also 
believe deeply that words have consequences,” McBride said. “To criticize the sacred 
prayer of another religion from the floor of the Senate strikes me as antithetical to 
everything we ought to stand for as lawmakers.” 
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Lawson refused to back down. 
“Their belief flies in the face of our Constitution,” he fired back. “This is not our 
Bible; we should not be allowing them to pray from that book in our house, just 
as I do not believe I would be allowed to pray from my Bible in their house.” 
https://www.mrconservativeblog.com/2017/04/muslims-take-over-senate-floor-to-pray-
to-allah-then-this-veteran-steps-in/  
The listener who sent me this report says: I have seen the aggression first hand... 
The Muslim who was president stacked the DHS with Muslims at the top years 
ago... 
Go to any grocery store where I live and they are in the fancy cars with bags and 
bags and bags of groceries as they whip out food stamp card and haul lots of 
children. In cars.... more children than either white or black or Mexican or native 
Americans are having these days : - ( 

 
Play to 2:28: Female Mutilation Comes to America!!! Muslim E.R. Doctor Arrested. 
In Michigan!!  
votezaktaylor1 month ago 
There is a huge Muslim population in this area, many streets have businesses with 
Arabic only signs. Horrible acts. 

 
Islamic Takeover Increasing – American School Surrenders to SHARIA LAW 
Apr 13 MAGAZINEFORLIFE  

 
Islam does NOT mix with Western society at all, and, yet, liberals keep trying to 
force it on us and our children. It’s time to stand up and say, “Not in MY country!” 
The San Diego Unified School is now giving in to Sharia Law and Muslim culture 
as a whole. (via San Diego Unified Tribune). In an attempt to stop the “bullying of 
Muslim children,” the school has implemented some non-traditional methods. Not only 
are these methods inappropriate, but they are also hypocritical and downright 
dangerous. 
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The changes start off by adding all of the Islamic holidays to the school calendar. 
The students are also expected to celebrate and respect these holidays. 
Next, students are expected to learn more about “key” Islamic figures in history. 
They are also going to change the Social Studies courses to show important 
events that happened in the history of Islam. 
“Safe spaces” will be set up all around campus for the Muslim students. The goal 
here is to fight so-called “Islamaphobia.” The truth is, this is going to cause more 
problems than it is going to solve 
Letters are going to be sent out to staff and family of the students. The purpose of the 
letter is to let everyone know that this is going to happen. They are going to also provide 
additional information about the Islamic culture. 
 Finally, they are going to punish children suspected of bullying Muslim students. 
However, these punishments are also extremely odd and Islam-centric. Detention is 
going to be a thing of the past. Now, they are going to have to work with Muslim 
students and learn more about the culture. Essentially, their punishment for 
suspected bullying is to be BRAINWASHED into accepting Sharia law. 
It is alarming and extraordinarily inappropriate that these steps are going to take 
place. It is astounding how hypocritical all of this is when compared to the actual 
religion of Islam. One of the major pillars of Islamic culture is that you should 
KILL the people who do not follow the religious teaching. It does not say you 
should politely teach them why it is a good and happy religion, it says KILL them! 
Couple this factor with the way everyone is making Muslims out to be victims of 
bullying. Muslims are just as likely, if not more likely, to bully other students for 
NOT believing in the same religion. Why are they being coddled like this? What 
kind of world do we live in where we all have to submit to the rule of Islam 
because, if we don’t, it might hurt someone’s feelings? 
You never see any other religion put in the spotlight in this manner.  This special 
treatment where Islam is concerned could have a HUGE impact on the rest of our 
culture. What if we get to the point where we have to obey Sharia law at our jobs? 
Or in our homes? We need to stop this kind of behavior in its tracks — NOW. This 
PC culture is out of control! 
http://magazineforlife.com/2017/04/islamic-takeover-confirmed-american-school-
surrenders-to-sharia-law/  

 
Muslims DEMAND Locals in the UK: Don’t Walk Dogs In Public – Violation Of 
Sharia And “DISRESPECTS” Them 
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http://magazineforlife.com/2017/04/muslims-demand-locals-dont-walk-dogs-in-public-
violation-of-sharia-and-disrespects-them-2/ 
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